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CHAPTER 1
Planning Brain-Compatible
Presentations

In the last two decades, dramatic research on the brain has led to a par-
adigm shift that is revolutionising the way we approach training and
development. Whether you’re a corporate trainer, staff developer,

department manager, motivational speaker, classroom teacher or uni pro-
fessor—with ten months or ten years of experience—brain-compatible
principles will benefit you and your audiences. The brain is an amazing
organ, but until recently, we really didn’t know that much about it.
Though we don’t know everything yet about how we absorb and process-
es information, what we do know provides us with a dynamic system for
training in brain-friendly ways.

Before scientists discovered the value of vitamins, we survived on those
extracted naturally from the foods at our disposal. However, once we
realised that we could ensure the best possible chance for health with
nutritional supplements and exercise, most of us incorporated them into
our lives. Now that we know how the brain naturally learns best, incor-
porating these principles into our presentations ensures a healthy learning
diet. When we train with brain-friendly methods, audience resistance
vanishes, attention and recall improves, and motivation increases natu-
rally. The days of “talking to brick walls” or wondering if there are “any
lights on in there” are over. How does this happen—all with less effort
and more joy? When you train with the brain in mind, you are working
with the brain rather than against it. When an individual’s brain is
engaged, their resistance to learning is disengaged. 

This book is designed to be a practical and engaging resource; therefore,
we have included a series of planning exercises to inspire your thinking
and to provide opportunities for personal meaning-making. As you apply
what you’ve read to the interactive activities, you will be engaging your
brain and planning your next presentation at the same time.

Key Topics

◆ The Brain Prefers 
Multi-Modality Input

◆ The Brain Requires Down Time

◆ The Brain Is Meaning-Driven

◆ Project Designs with the Brain 
in Mind

◆ Benefits of Mind-Mapping

◆ Seven Common Presenter 
Mistakes

◆ Seven Step Training Model

◆ Honouring the Learning Phases

◆ Notes and Prompts Are Good

◆ Timing Tips and Techniques
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The Brain Prefers Multi-Modality Input
It is difficult to over-stimulate the brain. The brain thrives on rich, multi-sensory input. It is
designed to process information on many paths, in different modalities and on multiple levels of
consciousness. The slower, more linear pace of traditional instruction, actually reduces under-
standing. Though a feeling of being flooded with stimulation may temporarily overwhelm
learners, the data will be processed and sorted by the brain amazingly well. 

Brain Connection
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As trainers, we do not need to ration stimulation or assemble informa-
tion in neat little packages for fear of overwhelming our audience.
Consider the intensity of stimulation a child experiences on a trip to the
zoo: all of their senses are impacted at once. And it is such a trip that is
usually remembered for a long time. In a typical training or presenta-
tion, however, we expect learners to sit and listen as we “stand and
deliver”. In  short, many trainers have actually learned to present in a
way that inhibits learning. A brain-friendly presentation reflects an
orchestration of stimulation on multiple levels involving multiple sens-
es and learning styles where individual choice and preference is
provided for. The process is not always neat. Since a great deal of learn-
ing happens on a nonconscious or subconscious level, what may appear
to be messy may, nevertheless, be quite effective for pattern detection,
meaning-making, memory imprinting and learning. 

Remember back to the days when you first learned to ride a bike. Did
your “trainer” sit down with you and review the history of bicycles, the
mechanics involved, safety procedures and the principles of balance
before giving you the opportunity to try it? Probably not. Rather, your
teacher likely ran along beside you as you attempted to steer, pedal, bal-
ance and listen to instructions all at the same time. You probably
experienced a temporary feeling of sensory overload which you were
amazingly able to synthesise into a new skill learned rather quickly.
Had you been required, however, to listen to a lecture on bike riding
before attempting it, you would have likely found something else more
compelling to do. 

To account for our need for reflection, plan for breaks, low-energy
activities and free-time. A menu of activities can be offered to choose
from (i.e., reviewing your notes, going for a short walk with a learning
partner, drawing a mind-map, closing your eyes, refilling your water
bottle, stretching, listening to music, etc.) Choice is a very important
element here as it allows the learner to feel free to reflect on the train-
ing in a way that makes sense for them.
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The Brain Requires Down Time
While planning for rich, multi-sensory stimulation in your next presentation, consider that the
brain also needs processing or down time. We are not designed to maintain continuous focus.
Attempting to maintain an audience’s attention 100 per cent of the time is, in fact, counter-pro-
ductive. In order to really learn something, the brain has to make meaning out of the input by
going internal. Individuals will take in information better when it is not forced on them and when
it is allowed to be processed in a way that makes sense for them. This imprinting process or neur-
al fixing only happens when there is no major competing stimuli.

Brain Connection
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The Brain Is Meaning-Driven

Perhaps of most importance in the initial planning stage of your pre-
sentation is the question, is your message meaningful? The brain is
meaning-driven. Meaning is more important to the brain than informa-
tion. Your message must, therefore, be meaningful to you to convince
others of its relevance. If it’s not, the audience will pick up on your dis-
interest immediately. If you don’t feel strongly about the message
you’re carrying, you’re wasting your time. In our search for meaning,
we seek patterns, associations and connections between the data pre-
sented and that which we’ve already stored. Each pattern that is
identified adds to the learner’s perceptual map and provides a sense of
relief from the state of confusion, anxiety or stress that accompanies
raw data. If meaning cannot be made from your presentation, the audi-
ence will quickly show signs of boredom and frustration.

Beyond being meaningful, your message must be clear and distin-
guishable. If you have three or four messages that seem disassociated,
the audience will feel lost. A brain-friendly strategy for eliminating
audience mind wandering or non-verbalised questions (like where is
she going with this? Or, how does he think this relates?) is to provide a
big-picture outline or map of your presentation from the outset. This
will help the brain identify patterns, relevance and meaning. This also
assures your audience that you have a plan–which you will because this
book ensures you do. By the time you complete all of the “Engage Your
Brain” sections throughout Sizzle & Substance, you will not only have
a solid plan, but it will be a brain-friendly one that promises to sizzle
with substance and make you a leading force in the industry.
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The brain is
meaning-driven.
Meaning is more
important to the
brain than 
information.
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